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THE INFLUENCE OF ADDITIMAL SUPPORTIVE CONTEXT
UPON THE READER'S ABILITY TO IDENTIFY THE MAIN
IDEA OF A PARAGRAPH Order No. 7918744

. AKANBI, Linda Barbara Atkinson, Ed.D. State University of
\New York at Buffalo,1978. 117pp. -,-

Objective

The purpose of this study was to Identify whether idditional
supportive context, in the form of a preceding heading amt/or
paragrapht would facilitate the ability of college freahinen to
identHy the main idea of a target paragraph. A secondary pur-
pose was to determine if the availability of additional qontext
had a more facilitative effect upon the identification of implked
main ideas than it does `on stated main ideas.

The context variable was manipulated to form the following
four treatments:

Treatment I -- Target paragraph preceded by prsvious para-
graph

Treatment II -- Target paragraph preceded bq heading

Treatment 111 -- Target paragraph prece.ded byprevious para-
graph and by heading

Treatment IV -- Target paragraph alone

Procedur e

The subjects of the study consibted of one hundred and
twenty-four (124) freshmen students enrolled in English 101
classes at Southern Illinois University-Carbondale. ,The sub-
jects were raiilemly assigned to the four treatments.

The instrument used in the study was designed by the ex-,
perimenter. It consitted of 16 factual prose passages selected
from subject-area books and workbooks. Each passage con-
sisted of two contiguously linked paragraphs. Eight of the pas-
sages contained stated main ideas and eight conbiined implied
main ideas. The average reading difficulty level of the_pas-
sages was 9-10th grade; using estimates obtained from appli- I
cation of the Dale-Chall Readability Formula. multiple-
choice format was used to test for the main ide.. Two
true-false questions were added to control for reading purpose.
The subjects In each treatment were exposed to all sixteen
passages.

Findine and Conclusion
No significant differences were found among the fourtreat-

ments for accuracy in identifying main idea, stated plus im-
plied. However, a significant main effect was found for the
Stated vs.,Implied condition, with subjects identifying more Im-
plied main ideas correctly than Stated main ideas. It would
appear that additional context for,this level of reader and in
the form utilized in the present study, had but minimal Milli-
lace upon the identification of paragraph main ideas, generally.
The findings suggest, however, that additional supportive con-. twit, particUlarly in the combined form of preceding paragraph
plus heading, was helpful In the identification of implied main
idas in paragraphs.

.11

t
EleFECTS OF METAPHORS AND PARAPHRASES AS EN-.
CODINGS OF VERBAL INFORMATION Order No. 7926711

1

ANGELO, Bute Vivian, MD..- The Florida State University,
19'19. 192pp. Major Professor: Robert M. Gagne

The study examined the offellis of metaphors aNd pars-
phrases.as encodings of verbal information contained In a set-. 41
once text through two investigations. The first investlkation
dealt with retention effects of verbal information presented
through a concrete text, when metaphors and paraOrases are
added to the text. The second Investigation examined the level
of retention of verbal information presented through an ab
stract text, when metaphors and paraphrases are added fo t e
text. Six versionS of instrk tIon were systematically desigi ed.
and formatively evaluated r -irding the content, the degree
of concreteness/abstractniiis, the level of word familiarity
and the readability level. One hundiged and sixty-eight high
school students participated in the study. They were Initial!
classified according to their reading comprehension level (high
and low levels), then they were randomly assigned to one of
the slx experimental groups. A short-answer test measuring
verbal information was administered. Results indicated a sig-
nificant pffect for both organizational strategies and reading
comprehension levels (experiments 1 and 2). The analysis
revealed no interaMons between those factors in both experi-
ments. The results support the hypothesis that the addition of
an organizational strategy to a\text improves the studept's re-
tention of the verbal information it contains. It also supports ...

the hypothesis that different kinds of organizational strategies
have a differential effect on retention of verbal InforMation.
Paraphrases were identified as more effective organizational
strategies than metaphors regarding a Concrete text, while
metaphors contributed to a higher level of student's retention
when an abstract text was used.

THE EFFECT OF CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND KNOWL-
EDGE ON YOUNG CHILDREN'S COMPREHENSION, OF DIS-
COURSE r 7930087

BLATTSTE1N, Abraham, Ph. . The University of Texas at
Austin, 1979. 157pp. Super sor: Shirley L. Menaker

The underlying perspective of this study is that comprehen-
sion of discourse entails more than the application of specific
lthguistic knowledge. The ability to extract meaning from a
message depends on the relationithip between the current input
and the availability in cognitive structure of specifically rele-
vanranchoring ideas. Thus, it is the preexisting knowledge
structures that are brought to the text that enable the reader to
comprehend the significance of the message. If specifically
relevant ideas are either not available or their relevance is not
recognized, the new material is less efficiently anchored to
cognitive structiire. This results in relatively unstable or am-
biguous meaning which has little longevity. In this study, the
effect of introducing a suitable advanced organizer on the com-
pihhension of a difficult yet unambiduous story by young chit-
drat was investigated. the organizer explicitly draws upon and
mobilizes available concepts in the child's cognitive structure'
that are relevant for and can play a subsuming role in relation
to the new material. This was expected to facili-
tate the adoption oi only one erpretivemodel of the story,
the one intended by the author.

The study tested the above postulate by presenting a complex
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story to 36 six and roves year old girls. The difficulty level of
the story intentionally purpassed the children's existing meta-
cognitive skills for processing such a task. Half of the girls
front each age group were randomly assigned to ad experimen-
tal group and the other half to a control grimy. Prior to hear-
ing the stimulus story, the girls in the experimental group
heard a text ;which served an an advanced organiva while girls
in the control group heard a filler text. ComprehMion of the
story was assessed in two waynq I) by having the girls recall
the story In their own words, and 2) by having them answer ten
inference questions which sought to dleermine how much of the
aetons' plans and goals the children understood.

Girls in the experiniental group scored signifiCantly higher
on the inference questions than girls in the control group.
A significant condition main effect was not found for free recall.
Seven year old girls recalled sighificantly more propositions
than six year old girls, however there was no difference with
respect to performance on the inference questions. No signifi-
cant age by condition interactions were found. Free recall sig-
nificantly1correlated with scores on inference queStions in a
positive hnear fashion. 0

The results lend syppOrt to the concluslip that problems in
discourse co1itprehenA1 n are traceable to Ikficits in knowledget
rather than to deficits ii linguistic skills. Furthermore, chil-
dren can and do use exPerimentally provided frameworks to
facilitate comprehension of prose passages as long as the
frameworks are comprehensible to all age.e.

THE EFEkcTS OF ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS ON
MEMORee FOR. PROSE ' Order No. 7927581

BRENTNALL, Lynn C., Ph.D. Georgia State University
College of Education, 1979. 94pp. Chairman: Warren D.
Moore

Purpose

The purpose of the present study was to explore somwedu-
cationally relevant instructional procedures derived from cur-
rent developments in memorytheory.

Research ntsie,
A 2x3x3 inultivariate analysis of variance design was used

in the present-Study, with one stratifying variable and two

Independent variables. Reading ability was the stratifying veil-
ible with the following three levels: (1) high reading ability,
(2) moderate reading ability, and (3) low reading alkility. The
first independent variable was the type of treatment, with the

>following three levels; (1) outlining task, (I) sentence sorting
task, and (3) control group. The second Independent variable
was study time, with'the following two levels: 91) limited study
time of twenty minuteh, and (2) enlimited study time.

Dependent variables. The measures used in the present
study were a structured recall test and A free recall test for
both immediate and delayed recall, resulting in four dependent
variables.

Methods au)d Procedures

Sub ects

One hundred thirty-two students enrolled in the foerth anci
fifth grades of Atherton Elementary School, Atlanta, Georgie,
were used as subjects in the present study.

A reading-test was adminisiered, scored, and a grade equ1V-
alent assigned to each student according to lbe tert norms
booklet. The subjects were then rank ordered from higheet
reading level to lowest reading level gnd then divided equally
into three oroups: (1) high reading ability, (2) moderate read-
ing ability, aed (3) low reading abiltty. Each reading ability
group was then randomly assigned to the six conditions: (1) out-
lining task with limited time, M outlining task with unlimited
time, (3) sentmIce sorting task with limited time, (4) sentence
sorting task with unlimited time, (S) control group with limited
time, and (43) control group with unihnited time. Classroom
space was provided so that each group could be separated dur-
ing the study, with all groups operating at the same time. After
treatments were administered, the subjects were -given the
structured recall test and a free recall test which comprised
the immediate recall tests. The delayed recall tests were
identical to the ilumediate recall tests and were administered
one week after the immediate recall tests were given.

Statistical Analysis

A three factor multivariate analysis.of variance (MANOVA)
was used to analyze the data In the present study. Standardized
diseriminant coefficients were employed with MANOVA as
well as-univariate F tests to determine which of the four de-
peltdent variables b-e-st discriminated among the gniups.

Conclusions and Educational Implications

The results of the present study appear to support the notion
that the manipulation of organizatiohal factors pbsitively affect
the quantity and qiiality of what the Wubjects remembered. An
inteiesting result of this investigation relative to organizational
theory is the apparent superiorRy o( the free recall measures
In comparison to structured recall measures to reflect differ-
ences..in performance due to the manipulation of orgimizational
factors duringlearning. This difference also appears torin-
crease over time.

The results suggest that outli4g tasks allow the individual
to restructure the informatibn in a maener in which the inter-'
sentence relationships are clearly specified and perhaps more
meaningful to the subject. One of the most important educa-
tional implications from this study is that grouping and restruc-
turing the :aaterial together in a- hierarchial fashion Cuight be
profttably employed in educational practice. The data krom 14he
present study suggest that the klniis of organizational factors
manipulited in the present study may Affect memory for prose
arid serial lists in a similar mi.nner. The educational implica-
tion of,thle result I. thr tree recall measures might better -re-
flect differenqes in learning outcomes for those instructional
aPproaches emphasizing organizational factors.

I.
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LATENCY AND THREE LONG-TERM
Order No. 7921654'

De1Jke(s.1 P.D. Wayne Stat. University, 1979. 221.
--

This Stay is an extension of exPilriments designed to differ-
entiate one single anti two dual-memory models., Pellegrino,
Rosinski'.and Siegbl'11-977), and Hostile Id, Pellegrino, and Siegel
(1977), found consistent Support for the unitary 'human long-
term semantic memory, within the information processing par-

.. adigm. However, several design limitations did not permit suf-
ficient semantic processing time to support the developi entally
consistent interpretations previously reported.

In thin study three levels of semantic constraint and direct
instruction to use sub-category facts were specified. Utilizing
response-latency measurements in a category identification
task with picture and word stimuli, AA question of developmen-
tal support for one of the three semantic memory models was
examined under conditions of increased processing time. The
experiment was a 3x3x2x2 factorial design with repeated mea-
suwes on the first three factors. These independent variables
were: levels of smnantic constraint, modality, grade, and re-
sponse type. The dependent measure: semantic response la-
tency required an accuracy criterion at the 90% level.

Forty 8th grade and forty 4th grade students were individ-
ually taught categorization rules, tested for rule accuracy, and
tivaluated with the experimental slides ie three sessions. The
stimulus Items were randomized for all factors including the
two categories: clothing and.animals,

'The results revealed that all the main effects wi'lre signifi-
cant at the .05 level of confidence. Hoth the level and modality
factors suggested that fhis study in fact replicated previous re-
sults and .extended significantly the processing time. Four let
order, alio 2nd order, and the 3rd order interaction's attained
significance.

AmOng the hypotheses intended to discriminate among the
three niemicry models, two tiypotheses unequivocally supported
the unitary memory model. No transfereffect was measured
and a positive accessing difference was obtained, as observed
in preVious research. In other hypotheses consistency*with the
'Pellegrino" unitry model was not found. The degree of cor-
relation between semantically match6d'items was only Signifi-
cant at 4th grade levels II and III. The pattern of slope increase
for modes,across levels was consistent with the Paivio Il, dual-
memory model for the 4th grade. Also the greatest drop in
time requirements developmentally occurred within the picture-
picture modality in contradiction with previous unitary-model
predictions.

It was concluded that support for the unitary memory model
was found Wider the experimental conditions 'of increased pro-
cessing time. A theoreticil information-procesaing stage was
proposedibiqlving individual choice of retrieval code to as-
count for.the developmental inconsistancies in the unitary-store
position.

DEVELOPMENTAL ASPECTS OF READING COMPREHEN-
SION READINESS: A STUDY OF THE INFLUENCE OF
MULTIPLE CLASSIFICATION ON CHILDREN'S ABILITY TO
PRCICESS .GRAPHIC AND PROSE MATERIALS USING VAR-
IOUS ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGIES Order 'No. 7915708

DANGEL, Timothy Richard, Ph.D. The PennsYlvania State
.University, 1979, 228pp. Adviser: Francis J. Di Vesta

A relationshie amanjg reading comprehensiOn, cOgnitive-de-
velopmental stagel, and the use of multiple classification to ac-
quire organizational strategies for processing prose materials
has been suggested. The 'impose of the present study was to
investigate this relationship. The following hypOtheses were
proposed and tested:

Matrix-classifiers would classify and learn stimulus
materials (sentences or line drawings describing com-
mon occupations and their attributes) on the basis of
two dimensions in fewer trials and with fewer errors
than children identified u low matrix-classifiers. Him-
ever, the rperforMence a Warta- and low matrix-clas-
sifiers on tasks *reedited by a Single dimension would
nnt differ.

,

-

8

11. The acquisition of a matrix orgiinization for classifying
and learning stimuluslmaterials would be more difficult
than the acquisition of an orpnizational strategy based
upon a atngle dimension. Furthermore, an organisa-
tional strategy based on a single, symmetri-cal dimen-
sion (occupation name) would be acquired more easily
than a strategy based upon a single, assymetricall !tier-
archical dimension,(occupation attribute).

III. Low classifiers would classify and recall the content of
the line drawings in fewer trials than sentences corres-
ponding to the drawings: Classifiers would classify and
recall the content of drawings and sentences with equal
ease,

1.

IV. The organizational strategy learned during acquisition
trials would transfer to tasks requiring subjects to learn
and to make inferences about new btimulus materials. qi f

V The acquired organizational strategy would be reflected
in the ordering of each subject's free recall.

Second and third.grade subjects identified as either matrix-
classifiers or low matrix-classifiers learned to organize either
sentences or line drawings by placing them into the cells of a
th e-b3c-three matrix using one of three organizational strate-

s (i.e., occupation names, occupation attributes, or a matrix
combination of names and attrib-utes). An error-free classifi-
cation ancl recall of nine sentences/drawings was followed by a
transfer task (a one-trial presentation and recall of nine new
sentences/drawings) and an inference task (completion of the
diagonal and dimension cells of A foUr-by-four matrix).

Classifiers required fewer trials to acquire all strategies
than low classifiers. The organization MGst easily acquired
was occupation liarne; the matrix organization was the most dif-
ficult to learn. Sentences and drawings were learned with equal
ease; however, subjects using thb attribute and matrix organi-
zations classified drawings in fewer trials than sentences.
Transfer of acquired organizational strategies ,to other tasks
was greater for classifiers than for low classifiers. Qlassi-
fiers learning a matrix organization performed best on the In-
ference task. Subjects used occupation :artist; to structure their
learning and recall regardless of -the organization used during
the acquisition classification tasks.

These results extend the validity of Piagettan qtage develop-
ment of classification to complex, semantic materials and sug-
gest that multiple classification underlies the processing of re-
lationships within.sentences during reading. The ability of
children to classify and to learn the stimulus materials was in-
fluenced Jointly by their level ol matrix classification and by
their ability to abstract the relevant dimensions necessary to
organize the materials. A symmktrical dimension, such as oc-
cupation name, was.ezore readily and widely adopted for struc-
turing learning than was an asymmetrical, hierarchical dimen-
sion, such as occupation attribute. It appears that organisation
by concept name is more natural and is acquired earlier than
organization bp concept attribute. '-

The implications of these findings are important for roll-
ing. Success in learning to comprehend what is read requires
the reader to synthesize the individual words within a sentence
into a coheelve idea. The data strongly suggest that this ability
Is developmental. The implications of the results for reading
readiness assessment, reading instruction, and the construction
of reading materiais should be examined.

METAPHOR: ITS EFFECT ON THE READING COMPRE-
HENSION OF SIXTH GRADERS Order No. 7915485

gLAM, Anne Henry', Ph.D. University of Georgia, 1979.
187pp. Supervisor Ira E. Aaron

The purpose of this study was to determine the effect of
metakihor op the comprehension of textual prose. Data were
collected using the sixth grade students ln four elementary
'schools in northeast Georgia. Four sets of short, inforina-
ttonal passages were developed by Ole researcher. Each Set
contained one version compricid at to metaphors and a com-
parable version Containing !be literal equivalents of the 10
metaphors. Readability levels weroassessed by the Dale-Challe



formula in an attempt tam-intro! passage difficulty and tO in-
sure comparability.

.

Several measures were undertaken to distinguibh the simi-
larities and differences between the metaphor and nonmetaphor
version of each pas*e. Measures of the meaningfulness an-
sociated with the linguistic subunits of each passage were ob-
tained. Tbe fmagery value of the metaphors and their literal
equivalents weie rated by a panel of judges. Differences in
word frequen4 were noted. Reliability of the passages was
computed using Cronback's coefticient alpha. .

Overall reading comprehension scores from a titandardlzed
measure, the Stanford Dlapostic Reading Test, Drown Level,
were used to ideettiy those stedents performing at the fourth
eitanine and above. One hundred forty-four subjects were ran-
domly selected fo comprise the sample. Each child received .

a packet comprised of one version of each of the four sets of -
passages, two being designated as nfetaphor and two as non-
metaphor. Two types of multiple choice questions assessed
comprehension. A correlated t test was used to detereilne if
differences existed between scores of students reading meta-
phor passages and scores'of 'students reading passages con-
tainiqg no metaphors in 1) Overall comprehension, 2) perfor--
mance on verbatim questions, and 3) peeformance on
paraphrase questions. The statistical analysis did not prodece
sitLeificant results at the .05 level. for any of the three tested
hypotheses. Therefore, none of.the hypotheses were rejected.

The results of this investigathin indicate that metaphor
neither aids nor ieterferes Oith the comprehension of textual
prose. It appears that while the intrinsic characteristics as-
sociated with metaphorical language may enhance the aesthetic
value of a passage, metaphors can be replaced by literal trans-.
lations wit,h no loss of cognitive content. Several factors must
be considered when interpreting the results of thsse findings.
It is possible that had the instrument been composed.of pas-
sages written at a higher readabilitX level requiring a greater
dependence upon accurate interpret: tion of the metaphors,- the
results would have been different. Pt Is also-conceivable that
the findings of the study are peculiar to this specific group of
'students and that the results would have been different had

, other subjects instructed in a different way been used in the
study. f

.11

A PREDICTIVi MODEL OF PROSE PROCESSING
Order No.-7923644

da '
GATLIN, William Hubert, Ed.D. Saint Louis University, 1979.
72pp.,.

This is a study of the.hitrarchical development of children's
abilify to listen to a simple story and retain what they have
heard. Two hundred childeen between three and seven years of
age were asked to listen to one of two versions of the same
story, an elahoratetversion and an outline version. The
forms were priesented alternately to the two hundred subj ts.Each child was given the same post test composed of ten ques-
tions.

.

It Was hypothesized that younger children would go better
on the elaborated version of the story, that there would 12e a
gradual agg-related increase 1n-the children's recati of either
version of the story, and that children would improve in recall
more apidly on the outline version of the story.

Th children did score significantly higher on the elaborated
version of the story (t = 2.95, p < .004, two tailed probability).
There ias a sigtlificant pOsitive relationship between age and
scores on the ten questions following presentation of both the
outline and the elaborated version of the story: Moreover,
there was a significant difference in the Average achievement
of groups hearing the elaborated and out#ine version of the
story. 4 Analysis of covarlarice was used to hold constant, or
remove, the effects of age on performance. The 'difference in
average achievement was eignif(cant beyond the .999 level. The
children improveg at a rate of 0.12/month in recall on the elab-
orated version of thedistory and 0.14/month on the outline Ver-
sion of the story. This)erhot a iignificant finding but, within
the iange of this studyfthe outline form shows a greater rate
of improvement in recall.

/
THE EFFECTS OF THREE TYPES OF METAPHOO ON
SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS. READING COMPREHENSION

Orde.r No. 7927I20
4

GAUS, Paula Jean; Ph.D. The University of An Ir.ona 1979.
303pp Director: Joiteph I.. Vaughae, Jr.

The purpose Of this study was to investigate differences in
recall of four modified Passages of descriptive exposition on
the topic of Appaloosa horses; one paosage contained simple
metaphors, imp contained explicitly-cued metaphors (similes),
one contained a combin.dion of metaphors .and si miiIiec (the
original passage) and one fontoined literal language only. The
passage was selected from a children's maga7ine.

A large group preassessment evaluation determin,e1 that
subjects sindia,r to,those in the experimeetal study (/1) had
little knowledge of passage content, (2) indicated no differ-
enyes existed in information contained in the four passages,
(3) ctsild respon%1 adequately to incomplete Semitemicm's as recall
.probes, (4) understood metaphor -related.vocabulary.

In the experimental study, sixth grade subjects were indi.-
vidually and randomly assigned to read one of feur passages-
Recall was assessed, first, by asking subjects to recall the
passage; Second, by asking for explanatioe of all Anitial recall
topics; and finally, by presenting subjectg with inconiviete
sentence probes. Recall was taped, tr.anscribed, and tinalyze'd
in order to obtain a recall score.

The lindings of the stedy

I. There were no significant differences in total recall of
the four experimental passages

2. Subjectssgenerally recalled jxpected Informational units,
i.e., units of information contained in the text.

3. No siligie response phase accounted for a majority of
recalled information.

4. When subjects providea mtexpected informational, units,
i.e., units of information not contained in the text, those
informational units could be areCtly traced to prior
world knowledge which supplemented Or contradicted
textual information. Utkxpected responses occurred in
response to general passage Information as well as in
response to target (metaphorland metaphor-equivalent
literal) information.

5. ln the recall of target.informatis)nal units, there were no
significant differences4e the ,types, qiiality., or amount
of InfOrmation recallet aceoss the four passages.

6. W Ilan target i nfor mationai) units were coasidered in re-
.

lation to tot31 recall, significant differences In resulting
proportions Were found. Generally,1111aphor and Lit-
eralpssage mean indices were signifil:antly highes

Fr*,) thA the Explicitly-cued Me.taphor Passage means. The
Combined and-Explicateil Passage shifitteic(I miltic. oesistently
relative to other passage recall prolio

In recall of metaphor-embedded text, the followinrconclu -
Mons seem j stifled. /

1. There ippear to be no-significant differences in recall
of text ontain ming different forms of etaphor or literal
langua e. .t.

2. SubjectL generially recall information which is contained
in text1 imespected recall inforOation can be related to
subjects' prtorworld knowledge.

3. No sihgle response format appears to permit subjects
optimum opportunity for recall of text.

4. There appear to be no significant differences in sub-
jects' reeall of metaphor or metaphor-equivalentAlteral
informational units. \

5. The propensity ot a reader to recall specific metaphor ,or metaihor -equivalent literal Informational-units dif- 'fers accordim to type of passage read within this study.,
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The following ImplicatiOns may be drawn from this study.

I. Research focusing upon recall of text rather tlkn upon
recall of Isolated units may produce dIfferent. and noire
practically valid, results.

2. Instruction in metaphor comprehension seems best in-
tegrated into general eomprehenslor!I instruction, rather
than isolatel as .1 skill, ex err Ise_

3. Children's blending of prior worp knowledgo with tex-
tually pr ehe Sited information should be considered A
natural phenonwnon and indicative of positive growth In
weadIng.

4. Blen71Ing of prior world knowledge.with textually pre-
eented information appears to support an 11)teractive
theory of the reading process

5. urther research into response of children to explicitly -
cued metaphors (simlles) seems justified.

THE TERFERENCE OF SOME ANAPHORIC EXPRES-
SIONS

4.

\CM READING COMPREHENSION Order No. 7919178

GOTTS ANKER, Anne Elizabeth, Ph.D. Arizona State Uni-
versity, 979. 74pp.

- The pu pose of this study was to investigate th4 interfer-
ence of ce ain anaphoric expressions (pronouns) 4n eighth
grade etude ts' reading comprehension. The sant le consisted
of 103 eight grade students in the Phoenix metro Man area.
The subjects were administered close tests of ana horic com-
prehension In Which 0%, 33%, 66% and 100% of the ronouns
were replaced y appropriate referents. The testEi wereNkcored
using exact rep acement criteria.---In addition, for each subject
reading achieve ent scores were obtained from district test7
ing using Selene Research Associates' Achievement Series,
Reading Section, orm E, Green Level (1971). The resulting
data wgre analyze by means of analysis of covariance, using
passage form as t independent variable, the raw score fromthe cloze tests as t dependent variable, and the SRA achieve-
ment reading score the covariate. The .05 level'of confi-
dence was chosen to the statistical interpretation of the re-
sults. Research hype hehis number one, which asked if there
would be significant di err/tides among subjects' doze scores
on reading the four cliff rent forms of the passages was re-
jected. Research hy sis number two, which stated that
performance on the 0% c pze passage would be lower than per-
formance on the 1(0% el e passage was not rejected. Recom-
mendations were.made, fo 'the classroonileacher and for the
researcher c Oncerning sht nts' comprehension of anaphoric
expressions.
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D1FiERENTIAL PROCESSING OF AUDITORY AND VlgUAL
INFORMATION IN LINGUISTIC AND NON-LINGUISTIC
FORMS Order No. 7921234

GOURLEY, James Earl, Ph.D. The University hf Oklahoma,
1979. 110pp. Chairman: Blaine Goss

This study inventigatdd the relationship among mode, type,
and length of memory in information processing. Two hundred
forty undergraduate students were randomly, assigned to the
twelve experhnental groups. Mode wa ()fined as either the
auditory or visual sensory System, ty was the presentation
of either linguistic or non-lingulstic mull, and length of mem
ory was one? of three recall conditio . Short-term memory
was the immediate recall of the mulus itema.) Long-term
memory at ten minutes was recall after the subjects had mas-
tered the list to one hundred percent recall and waited for ten
minutes. Long-term memory at forty-eight hours was recall
forty-eight honrs after mastery. These twelve conditions were
tested with an analysis of variance technique. The stimulus
list was a twelve Rem list of 'concepts that differed only in mode
and/or type correspondingly appropriate fo the category. The
four categories were: auditory linguistic (speech), auditory
non-linguistic (sounds), visual linguistic (written words), and
visual non-litiguistic (pictures).
a The results indicated that there were differences in both
mode and type using recall as a measure. All of the main ef-
fects were statistically significant as well as several Interac-
tions. The conclusions were that auditory stimu i were more

were more readily recalled than linguistic,
easily recalled in-short-term memory, stimuli

ost modal and
type differences that appear In short-term nieriter,y are di-
minished in long-term memory. These three statements form
the foundation of a model of informatiop processing in which
information is processed independently to a certain point pro-
viding characteristic modal difference,. After that point thesecharacteristic.differenees do not appear-because the informa-tion has lost identification with thepode of entry.

THE EFFECTS OF READABILITY AND DIRECTED
STOPPING ON THE LEARNING AND ENJOYMENT OF'
TECHNICAL MATERIAL Order No. 7925923

GREENE, Mark Thomas, Ph.D. The University of North Caro-
lina at Chapel Hill, 1979. 118pp. Supervisor: Robert L.Stevenson

' Previous investigations of the effects of readability indi-
cated that The generally positive effects of readability might
not exist for technical material. Further research was war-ranted. Richard Carter's Signaled Stopping Technique, though
bailed on questionhble assuniptions,buggested a technique .(di-
rected stopping) by which an author might unobtrusively ma-nipulate the points at which readers stop reading in order to
engage in the cognitive processing of parts of the message. --
This technique (directed stopping) was developed and validated.
TM author was able tq purposively induce 'stops to evaluate,
consider and question the-material being read. The effects of -directed stopping and reidability on the enjoyment and learn-ing of technical material were studied in an experiment using485 graduate and undergraduate students at The University ofNorth Carolina at Chapel Hill. Increased readability was fOundto result in substantial increases in both learning and enjoy-ment. Directed stopping was found to have no significant effecton the enjoyment or learning of the material. Incidentally, sig-Valid stopping wasjound not to be corrtlated,with either de-pendent variable.
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MEMORY IN 'YOUNG CH1LDRE A FUNCTION OF TYPE
OF ORIENTING TASK AND PETRI VAL CUE

Orde4- No. 77918341

HAULIER, Florence Adele, Phi), University of Minnesota;
1979. 86pp.

Cralk and Lockhart's level of semantic processing model
suggstits that retention is a function of the extent to which the
individual processes (encodes) the material at a semantic level:
the deeper or more elaborate the level of semantic processkg
(encoding of "meaning" attributes) thp h)gher the'quallty of the
Memory trace and the greatee the durability of retention. Re-
cent research has demonstrated the significance of inducing
norypti and nwotally retarded youngsters to engage In semantic
profresaing during the acquisition of PAVIarittilizing effective
orienting tasks and specific retrieval cues: There.is little ex-
perimental evidence to support the proposition that tong-term
retention is a function of depth of proceesing.-

The preeent study investigated both immediate and long-
term memory.perfor mance to determine the effect of three
acquisition orienting tasks and two retention retrieval cues.-
Stxty-slx 6 year old children participated In the initial learning
of 20 pairs of picture PAs. They were assigned to three dif-
ferent conditions: (1) Labeling: (2) Paragraph Repetition and
(3) Response to "Why" questions. In the Labeling task children
were asked to repeat the names of the items after the tester.
Labeling induces processing to the level of representational
meaning but does not provide for extended semantic or rela-
tional meaning. Children in the Paragraph Repetition task were
asked to ,repeat two:sentence semantic paragraphs. Stimulus
and response items were both Included in the first sentence,
witla the second sentence providing "ready-made" semantic
analysis ahd integration. These paragraphs were "yoked" to
responses from the Why task in an attempt to control for both
the equality" of elaborations and numbers of elaborations be-
tween the two conditions. The question afked and the elabora-
tions produced as answers by each child served as sentences
to be repeated by a yoked child in the Raragraph Repetition
condition. In the Response to Why condition, children were
asked to respond to simple "why" questions. In this condition
S takes an active role in sehiantic analysis and integration.

kll Ss learhed the pairs to criterion according to an ad-
justed learning format and were randomly assigned to two re-
trieval cue:conditions implemented three weeks after ,acquisi-
tion. In Partial Visual Cue (PVC), the S was shown stimulus
items in sequence and asked towepeat each name twice. In
Complete Visual Cue (CVC), S was shown each of the stimulus-
-response picture pairs and asked to repeat both names: Se
were immediately tested for retention.

Analysis of first trial correct recall responses and number
of trials to criterion derived from a Sex X Retention X Ac-
quisition unweighted means analysis of variance indicated that
Ss in the Lablol4mg condition performed.significantly poorer
than Ss In the Paragraph Repetition and Why. conditions (P <
..400117.-vhich did not differ significantly. Analysis of retention
correct recall responses (Sex X Retention X Acquisition un-
weighted melins analysis of variance) showed no differences due
to the orienting task encountered during'initial learning. Ss
did, 'however consistently perform better in the CVC retrieval
condition (overall mean e 18.07) than in the PVC retrieval con-
dition (overall mean e 11.06).

The present study Indicates that interacting with the mate-
rial to b acquired in a manner which indutes semantic pro-
cessing oes indeed promote initial learning. The finding-that
Iong-.teri retention was not effected by the orienting tasks
encount ed during acquisition does not support the levels Of
proees ing view. Like most other processing variables known
to affec acquisition, little effect on long-term retention was
found when an attempt was madelo establish equivalent levels
of original learning. However, retrieval cue eftsctiveness In
long-term memory followed the expected pattern. The closer
the reinstatement was to the *original" context, the more ac-
cessible the learned material.

THE EFFECTS OF VERBAL LABELS Oti THE ORGANIZA-
TION AND RETENTION OF A SERIES OF MOVEMENTS IN
MEMORY Order No. 7019077

HUSAK, William Stephan, Ph.D. TexaiALM University, IWI9.
16Spp. Chairman: Dr. Homer Tolson

Thar urpose of this study was to investigate the orgarillation
and rete Won in the free recall of a series of movements. Spe-
cificall it was the purpose of this investigation to: (1) study
the effects of varying verbal labels on the organization of a
series of Items in memory, (2) determine organizational pat-
terns that nifty exist around the temporal and spatial character-
istics of a series of movements; and (3) compare the effects
caused by varying verbal labels on the accuracy in the free re-
call of a series of movements.

Methods

Three experiments were conducted to determine the effects
of varying labels on the organization and reiention of a move-
ment series. In Expertment 1, 45 subjects werd presented with
a series of 6 movements within the memory span. Each move-
ment wad attached with a numerical label which indicated either
the position it was presented inithe series (temporal), the posi-
tion's location (rpm the etarting point.relative to the other posi-
tions (spatial) or a meaningless label (random). Subjects were
then asked to reproduce the series in ahy manner they wished
with the order and location of recall being-recorded. A-total of
three trials were administered. Eibperiments 2 and 3 were sim-
ilar to 1 with the epEception of an increase in series lengths to 9
and 12 rmovementsrespectively.

Results

Chi-squares and contingency coefficients indicated4ae or-
ganitation was influenced by both the temporal and spatial char-
acteristics of the series. Temporal labels led to a higher de-gree of temporal organization wbile spatial labels led to ahigher degree of spatial organization. Multivariate analyses of
variance were conducted for groups by presentation order,
groups by movement distance, and groups by recall order to de-
termine if differences existed in the retention of the movement
series. The results indicated tll'at the spatial label grotips weremore accurate and consistent In the recall of positions than
were the random and temporal label groups.

Conclusions
Based on the results of the present study, the following con-clusions were established:

(1) Verbal mediators strongly influence the manner in which
. goverment information is organized in memory.

(2) 'The use of meaningful verbal labels (i.e., spatial) leadto consistent and accurate reprodnction of previously
presented movements.

(3) Varying series lingths lead to different retention pat-
terns dependentItpon whether the movement series waswithin or mitsIde the range of the memory span.
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THE EFPECTS OF INTERSPERSED ORGANIZERS ON
COMPREHENSION OF WRITTEN PROSE Order No. 7919186

KOEHLER, Paul Henry, Ph.D. Arizona State University, 1979.
113pp.

s Numerous studies have tested the mathemagenIc hypoth-
sis. Many have found that providing organizing questions
withia,the text act as a way of organizing the Information and
helping the reader to remember more. The purpose of this
study was to 'compare the efacts of several kinds of inter-
spereed organizers within prose passages. Ose group received
prose passages with Interspersed summary-level state-
ments. A second grouP received prose passages With Inter-
spersed, summary-level multiple choice questions. A third
group recelvvd prose passages with interspersed summary-
level questions requi"rIng written answers. A fourth group
received prose passages with Interspersed Instructions to
write and 'answer a summary-level question.

One hundred twenty children were selected from fifth grades
at three schools and randomly Assigned to Nur treatment groups
for the five day study. Each group read the same passage each
day followed by an Identical daily posttest.

The null hypothesis stated that there would be no difference
in total posttest,performance or on a trial to trial basis for the
tisatment groups. This hypothesis was accepted following an
analysis of the data by Multivarlate Analysis of Variance
(MANOVA). There were no significant differenees among the
four treatment groeps on posttest performance or on a trial to
trial comparison.

An analysis of the time spent on (he reading tasks during -
the study revealed that the group receiving the summary-level,
interspersed statements required the least amount of thne to
complete the reading tasks and performed as well as eetch of
the other treatment groups, all of whom required more time

4.%for the reading task.

ON-TASK 'ADAPTATION OF IMAGERY WITH ,ITS VERBAL
ELABORATIONS AS ADJUNCTS FOR PROSE LEARNING

Order No. '1926148

LEE, Gail Yong-Yin, Ph.D. University of Minnesota, 1979.
I35pp.

.1.

.6

The cognitive differences of learners In processing visual
and verbal informatioe were used to de.sie imagery adjuncts
for learning visually oriented prose materials. Three Instruc-
tional managemeet strategies jested the hypothesis that on-taskt
adjustmeet of adjunct imagery materials was more effective
than either pretask adjusktment or conventional nonadjustment
of materials. A multivariate analysis of variance, using time,
on-task and posttest correct score as dependent variables, re-
sulted In a significant diffetence In management strategies :
(p < .05). Blocking studeets.ta high.or low visual/verbal typ s
was nonsignificant (p s'.05), Major findinge indicated that (a )'on-
task and the pretastc management strategies were More effec-
'dye than'the coeventIonal management strategy, and (b) high
visual/verbal leareers benefited more from the on-task man-

,agement strategy than low visual/ierbal learners:
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EFFECT OF IMAGERY AND PARAPHRASING ON CHM--
'MEN'S PROSE LEARNING Order No. 7923380'

LOCATEW, Marta Locila, Ph.D. The University el Arizona,
1979. I22pp. Director: Rosemarie A. Rosser

,.

The effect of an induced Imaginal ettategy and a mental
paraphrasing one on chitdren'e retention of prose was coin-
'pared with two different passages varying in degree of con-
creteness. Concreteness was defined as the ease with whicir
passage content was afnenable to image production. The d_if-
ference between passages was predetermined by having adult
judges rate th,em in ternis of Imageabliity. The relevance of
the strategy comparjson was supported by previous research
which suggests that retention of prose is related to the level at
which/materials are processed. Since semantic Orocessing has
the lilist bene/ficial effect on retention, -two strategies were
selected as , lined to. induce this type of processing. In
addition, sie e induc -d Imagery was demonstrated to Increase
retention of conerete materials, two passages differing In con-
creteness were Included to allow for the examination of :ter.
Interaction between strategy and type of material.

Three measures were developed to test the.treatment ef-
fects: (1,) a cned-srecall test, (2) a recognition of meaning test,
and (3) a recognition of verbatim form test.. The results qf e
each test were separately analyzed by means of analysis of co-
variance In which raw scores In rqadIng comprehension were
employed as the covarlate. .

The results Indicated that subjects who read Hite high-con-
crete passage outperformed their counterparts who read the
low-concrete oho on all memory tasks. Moreover, although
instructions did not produce a very large effect, the (Wings
tend to support that subjects instructed_to paraphrase the pas-
sage content recalled significantly more Information In the
Immediate cued-recall test than those Instructed to Image the
passage content, or than the control.group. Thls effectavas ob-
eerved for both passages. The supeVorIty of performance by .
those who read the high-concrete passage was interpreted as L.
due to the higher. Imageablilty and comprehensibility q the con-
tent of this selection. The beneficial effect of paraphrasing
observed in both passages supported the contention thatspre-
ceasing prose at a semantic level increases retention.

THE EFFECTS OF VERBAL AND IMAGINAL MEDIATION
ON LONG TERM MEMORY Order No. 7921076

MAGALIFF, Milhcent R., Ph.D. Hofstra University, 1979.
137pp.

- The major purpose of this study was the measurement and
,comparison of the relative effects of verbal mediation arid
Imaginal mediation upon the retention and retrieval of verbal
material. A secondary purpose was to examine the effects,of
sex and measured intrAligence level upon the retention and re-
trieval of printed material.

An atc.tIlary purpose was the exploration of the role of af-
fect in reteastien and retnieval. A set of research questions
was designed todetermine the relationship of expressed inter-
est to recall; the relationship of exliressed interest to the sex
of the subject;.the relatiOnship of expressed enjoyment to re-
call; the relationship of expressed enjoyment to the sex of the
subject; and the interrelationsinp between expressed interest
and expreeLsed enjoyment.

The subjects were 160 sixth-grade students from a largely
black, lower class school distriet on Long Wand, in,New York
State. The studedts all fell within the measured normal intelli-
gence range of B1-119,4-51 S.D. (In this case, the range was

. Iron 75 (o 133.)
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On the basis of iet5t. and masured IttlellNence,ssubjects were
ssiigned by stratifIedraltdom Team to SW reatinent groups
and a cunt rhl group: qoup V., Verbal, included 61 students who
wire directed to produce a efirbai summary sostence or two
after reading the stimulus material..Indlcatinvwhat they be-
Hived to.be the mot41 important point(s) of tho a.rticle. Group 1,

included 48.students who were instructed to produee
a'pirture representing what they believed to be the most im-
portant point(s) of the stimulus material. The Control group,
C, Included 51 students who copied the title of.the article five
limes. At the ooncluskm 4 the testing sessioe, ail students
were requested to write down all information recalled from the
sthruhis material.

An analysis of variance design tvas utilized to confirm or
disconfirm three hypotheses related to a correlation between
intelagince and recall, sex of subsects and recali, and the ef-

,.e feet of treatments.
. - A Pearsqn Product -Moment design was inihzed to deter-,.

mine the correlatiov between expressed interest ant recall,
expressed enjoyment and recall, expressed Jntorest and ex-

. pressed enjoynwnt, and.the effect of the sex of siibjects upon
' npressed interest 'and eXpressed enjoyment.

. The findings andicated: (1) a significant (.48) correlation be-
tween intqlligenteeNnd recall in a positive direction; (2) a sig-
nifeeant (.22) rela(ionship between expressed interest and re-
call; 13) it significant (.33) correlation between expressed.
Interwit and expressed enjOyment; and (4) a significant effect
upon recall (F-=23.47) after c9ntrolling statistically for sex and
in4elligence. The effect of treatments or 6f the control task and

. the' relationship between sex and recall were not significant..

+.4 .
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A STUD* OF VISUAL AND SYMBOLIC REPRESENTATION
Ai ALPHABETIC LETTER RECOGNenON

, Order-No. '7914130

Ed.d. Rutgers University 'The StateUniversity of Niw Jersey (New Brunswick), 1978. 126pp,Crt&irperson: Dr. John4J. Geyer

The encoding and'comparison of alphabiftic letters wasStudied in two esperime* using Cognitively similar tasks. .Posner's letter matching task-was used to is'oliite two levels
of-Internal representation, vis'ual and name. 51ernberg's char=
aeter recognition taak was. used to isolate the comparison stagefrom the encoding stage. Since 4he same 102 college students
served In both experimentA,'correlatiirs'bet ween experiments\I _could be used to compare the cognitive struchge of the twotatles. The two ta'5ks were converte.d to a list search proce-dure for group administratjon In aclassroom. In the Posnertask, subjects searllied for'matcrg.letter pairS; In.tlie Stern-berg task, they Searched for letters matchinF a letter in a mem-orized letter set. Proee.sNing thaie per item waa determined
from the number.of items searched in a fixed time,

KO f were,i-eplicated for both tasks. With the Pos.-ner task, a pro sa g Hine advantage for same-ease letter
pail Oyer ()Woe se letterrpatre (the Posner effect) was.
found NehIcq wan redue siting the letters by two inches

.1 1
to obtain a spatial analogqs of Poem 'a temporal delay condt-

.tioe.- Ely'rneans of proceising time co relations between-the ,
it was found that the Pokier task has a substantial

compaitlitn time component from Which the encoding stage of,the task wws not isolated bribe Posner effect's differende ffi-- sne PoSner haa'reglirded the processing le advantage of .w.ame-case Ewer opposite-case letter pairs jas index of thedifferenc;between visual and name encoding; under the condi-tines of this experiment, comparison as well as encoding time
la hteludd In this measure, The ,rehitive size of the correla-,
doss suggeste that letter cOmparlson rather than encoding, maybe tile dominant factor In thePouner effect.

1
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With the Sternberg task, sitnessim thnes was a linear func-
tion of memory set Luse; w hottr coliaast was reduced, thik
intercept increased but the ope remained approximately roe-
slant. _New findings with thaoSternbers task iqclude negative
correlations between slope and Intercept and between change
in llope and change in Interco-1A with cluinge in contrast. The
illtercept hi-creased with decreased contrast, and the slope
cjillinge appeared ito be sex-dependent, increasing slightly for
males and decreasing slightly for ,feinales.

Groulis of visualizers and verbalizers were Classified from
the total subject sample. Two riteria were used separately,
.and the- results were compare By means of an internal cri-
terian, sUbjects fast at nam encoding were classified as ver--
halizers, and subjec(s slow t mimeo encoding wore clafkified
as visuMizoes

'a Richardsi. 's Verbalizer-Visualizer Question-
naire was used-as an ext i nal criterion. Althovh there was
only a 15%overlap of su

1
cts In the groups selected by the

two criteria, several col i arisons shoWed that the groups were
qualitatively sindlar.. e

The differencwi between awl and verbalizers helped
to clarify the cognitive structure o e two tasks. The Posner
()Help wag'present in both groups but as siginfiwilitl larger
forthe visualizers. Even habitual ver alizers tend to Use en-
coding and conimrison when two 'same- ase letters are pre-
sented sldezby-side. 'However, the Sten ierg task indices of
encoding and Comparison show that the pi cessing ti ne advan-
tage of trie'verbalizers is le the comparison. -find-

ing, in agreement with the eorrelatiOnal analysis, shows that
the Posner effect includes a"large comparlsob time component,.
This finding will greatly affect the interpretation of resells .:,

when the PoSner task is used in the analysis of -complex cogni-
tive tasIts such as reading. The conclusions of studies which
have found the encoding stage to be a key' factor in weading dIe-
ability sllould be considered questionable until the tasks used
as 'Measures of encoding have been analyzed more carefully.

11.

READING AND THE COMPREHENSION OF A TEXT:
A PHI1OSOPII1CAL STUDY Order No. 7927929

POLI.)WK, George WashingtOn, Ed.D. Harvard University,
1979. 331pp.

conceptual account can be given of comprehension In 4
reading. It describes the respective' roles of visual perception
and semantic interpretation, of linguistic communication and I" -
the appeal lo..a reader's relief, and of imagination, critical \
ibought pmc'eSses, ,and IntroSpective consciouspess in the act
of reading. It integrates themes in epistemolo6, p`hiloElophy
of Wnguage, phitonphy of .mind, and cognitive psNrchology In
developing a composite picture of the relevant r'ea'ding phe-
nopiena.

The strittegy call be adopted Of analyzing tlw verbal locution
read thiit This locution is central as a representation

of reading comprehension. A problem can be raised as
gards perception in readingicomprehension an4 the relation of
reading to knowledge acquifitioit An occurrence of visual per-
ctption admits of representatken as 'S66rcelves that The
notion is suggeated that 'S perceives that R' enters into the
analysis of IS reads that The former is, however, of eple-
temic Import, wherea6. the latter is not Thus the proposed
analySis of reading in ternis of perception cannot be stmtained,
What accounts for reading's'inabllity to 'be analyzed.by refer .1
ence to vtalon In the manner suggested? And how might the
role of visual perception In reading be otherwise semantically

'represented?
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of 'reading tho.E can be given which eir-
.

eumvsnt the difficulty. One underecores perception aad mean-.
( lag apprehension in reading. A ty0 -of reading activity may be
N distinguished which is identified with textual interpretatioaof

an accrately literal, faithful, and withentic nabire. Asso-
ciated with this aro varlotin constraints ,pertaining to synonym
subotitption and disawbiguation in the process of reading. An

.-"---alternative proposal highlights communication and the appeal
.io a reader's belief. A sense,of 'reading' is thus isolated which
is inapplicable in relation to admittedly fictitious in:aerial,'
Finally, we may conceive of an analysis,which depends .on a dis-tinctioe between percePtion proper. On the one hand. and non-
perceptual thought which, however, emanates from perceptual
-processes, on the other. Thr reference of y.40 'yeadihg that Ecan be located in a 'content of non-perceptual Ognition attaining -tO consciousness aS a result of readilig,,,

The locutiv 'S reads x' is of another meaning. that 'S reads
_that E'. Nor does that of Ihe latter remain constant when In-

stantiated, variously, in, for example, 'S reads a hook', 'S reads
a sentence', and 'S reads a story'. _

. The identification of comprehension with non-perceptual
thought can be seen to be cOmpatible with the assumptions
(a) of word recognition in rapid reading and (b) of a form of

,.. articulation or phonetic representation in mediating compre-
hension. We appeal to a distinction between/conscious and un-
conscious cognition, and also to a graded lotion of transparency
in eonscikusness. We associate consoiousness with the ana-
Ornicat activation of controls of verbal behavior.

If .1 reads what K said, and K said that p.; does J read
that E or does J read that K said that E? The several anal-
yses-of 'S reads that E' vary ih their implications in this re-
gard. The issue relates to the difference between intrinsi and
instrumental purposes in reading activity.

ti, Objectives vis7a via reading education relate to critical:4'
thinking. What ts the nature of critical thought In reading?
Thinking is a process associated with an object; depending upona particular object of thought in reading, criticalness thereinIs of a given eature. Objects of thought in.reading vary accord-Ing to the several proposals asto 'reading that if. This givesilj e to a distinction betwesen critical maimer in reading and\ Aqt.ical attitude therein. The latter is a matter of evaluation,and evaluation appeals to either internal or external standards,.
varying iith the relevant object of tii-Ought. This can be seento be of limnense significance for concerns relativ.e to obj,ec-tiVes and procedtires in reading instruction.
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AN tNVESTIGATION INTO THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN -RECOGNI' N AND RECALL Order No. 7919190

SHEA, Janie. Francis, Jr.,. Ph.D. The University of Connecti-cut, 1979, 100pp,

. 'The study examined the relationghlp between a reenritionspelling test and a recall spelling test. Doubt exists Whether
recognition and recall require the same learningabilities. Ifrecognition and recill do require differing learning abilities
a school which Changes its If-instructional methods solely on thebasis of a single format, may in time, come to emph,asize thedevelopment of certain,learning fbilities.at the expense of other*abilities. Iltith the wide spread tise Of multiple choice (recog-nithli) testing the -question merited ipvestilmtion. .

/ -Multiple choice (recognition) tests began to replace recall.(essay) teak inthe 1920's. Justification ei this proc,edure wasbaud in part through correlational research. High correht-
Mies between-recognition and recall were reported and wereInterpreted by mime as evidence that they were meaburing theisms abilities. Other Studies reported low cprrelatlos and '....titiese studies speOfictally questioned attether recognition ande' recall werelteaSUring the same abilities. The desire for ob-

jective tests and a need for inetruments which could pleasure-large groups quickly and easily proved stronger titan fthe ob-jectibns and the recognition test became widely accepted.
, 41
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Throe hypothesik There will be no significant correlation
between recall and recognittbe spelling performance, There
will be no significant differences in the number of correct re-
sponses on the recall vs. the recognition spelling tests, and
There will be no significant relationship in learning patterns
for recall vs. recognition, were tested. Fourth and sixth grads
students were administered a recognition spelling test, a re-
call spelling test, and The Tast of Learning Processes (TLP) ,

ghIch yields a profile ot. abilities across A series of 01111IC
Ilearning tasks. 'The following groups were created for the .

analysis: 1) grade four, 21 grade four males, 3) rade fotIr\
felnales, 4) grade six, 5) grade six males, 6) rade six in-
Males. , .

The correlations between' necognition and recall were
strong: grade four, .87; grade four males; .87; grade four ,
females, .86; grade six, .81; grade six males79;. grade six
females, .86. The first hypothesis wmProjected. Significant
differences bet %Veen the mimber of correct response's for roc-
ognitisa vs. rec:ill led to the rejection of the second hypothesis.
Recall performance exceeded recognition performance in all
groups. . - .

To test the third hypothesis two multiple regression eqna-
tions were computed on every group. 'Recognition spel)ing
scores served as the dependent variable itione analysis and ,

recall sfrelling scores served as the dependent variable in the
(filler.' The TLP scores served.as the independent variable.
This procedure yielded two regression equations for. each
group. The number and order in 'which the TLP 'variables ap-
peared ih each equation were compared using the Spearman
rank correlation coefficient. in every instance the.statistic did
not reach significance resulting in a failure to reject the null
hypothesis of no significant relationship between patterns of-
learning alAty for recognition and reralL

'The failure to reject the third hythesis indicates that while
the recognition and recall spelling scores were strongly-corre-
lated recognition and recall, test formats measure differing
learning abilities. Recognition format tests should not be used
to measuTg areas where recall abilities are generally demanded.
The same applies for recall foOnats measuring recognition
ahility. These findings also argue against the excluside use of
one particular test format to evaluate learning. I( changes fit
instructional techniques are made on the basis of test scores
eventually one particular pet of learniniabiliiies.may develop
at the expense of the other.
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READABILITY AND TOP; LEVEL STRUCTURE: EFFECTSON READING COMPREHENSION Order No. 7920502

SWANSON, Charlene Clements, Ph.D. Arizona State University,
1979. 147pp,

The purpose of this study wits to examine holk certain char-acteristics of social studies text material influence comprehencsion. The characteristics, were readability level and the orga-nization of the information in the passage.
Subjects ware 108 ninth graders enrolled in five English

classes in a public school in Mesa, Arizona, Six versions of asocial studies passage on early railroads were written so thateacii passage had the same number of words (320) and the samecontent. three readability versions were written for each oftwo top-level structures, tkOversative and attribution. Only vo-cabulary was manipulatealo produce passages at each of the -following grade level ranges: Easy, 7-8; Average, 9-10; Diffi-cult, 11-12.
...Equal numbers of high, average, and low readers were as-signed to each version so th t 1,8 subjecti were in each *apart-mental cell. Subjects were d to read the passages at their

northal reading speeds and to ecord their reading times priorto writing their recalls,
.

The passages were analysed according to Meyer's (1975)
prose analysis procedure to provide a reliable means of,,scoring

,
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!wait prolucols for the amount al information recalled. Recoil
protocols were Mao assitniel a ranking score indicating the de-
roe,to which the student 'used the author's structure to organise
the written recall. These rankings were coll4sed into two cate-
gories. Scores from 1 to 5 indicated a student did not use the
author's structure, while scores from 6 to.10 indicated the stu-
dent did use the author's structure.

Analysis of variance, multiple regression, ,analysis Of co-
variance, Tukey's HSD post hoc test, and chi square procedures
were used to analyze the data. The .05 level of significance was
selected for interpretation of the data.

Findings from the statistical analyees led to_t_4-14lowing
conclusions:,

I. Prose passages written at readability levels approximat-
ing students' competency levels in reading had Ft more facilitat-
ing effect on comprehension (as measured by recall) than pas-
sages written above or below those respective competency
levels.

2. The top-level structure of well-organiied adversativ
and attribution prose passages with time order sequence had no
differential effect on students' ability to recall content from
such material,

3. When content was held constant across prose passages,
readability level was a more critical faetOr affecting students'
ability to rekall content thin top-level structure,.

A. The readability level of prose had no differential effect
on students' use of the author's structure to organize a recall
protocol.

5.' Top-level structure had no differential effect on students'
use (4 the aethor's structure to organize a recall protocol.

Recommendations tor further research incjuded suggestions
for Mure studies usi4 the 'same passages under various condi-
tions anda,stressed the need to .incorporate the time-order orga-
nizational pattern into models of tOp.- level structure.

A TEST OF A PARADIGM OF READING COMPREHENSION
DEDUCED FROM ARISTOTLE'S PRINCIPLES OF CON-
STRUCTION Order N. 792'7486

TOVINO, Michael Robert, Ed.D. State University of New York
ut Albany; 1979. 224pp.

This inquiry provided increased understanding of a para-
digm or explanatory model of reading comprehension deduced
from Aristotle's prtnciples of construction. New knowledge
about the paradigm effected that understanding and resulted
from analysis of data that showed relationships amthig the read-
ing skills of the paradigm. The data reflected examinees' re-,
sponges to items Of a multiple-choice, criterion-referenced
measure developed by the inves gator.

The skills of the paradigm frere derived frpnrterms and
distinctions by which one mig t inquire into the nature of pur-
posefully made things. -A majorInfluence on theqievelopment
of the paradigm was Aristotle's four causes: final, formal,
efficient, and material. As conitructive causes, the final Is
the purpose of a made object; the formal is the shape or form
of the object. The efficient is the work of the makel., the tasks

'necessary to produce the object; the material cause is that of
,which the object consists. These four causes constitute a the-
oretical hieratOiy of construction and are stated as hypothet-

' !catty nedessary, 'lf-,then" propositions. The'final determines
the formal: both-determine the efficient: all three determine
Op material. When a piece of writing is Considered as a pur-
posefully made thing, the final.cause is the purpose of the piece;
the formal is the whole, the main arguhient or explanation; the
efficient is the work of the writer; and the material cause is
the language of which the piece consists. Writing skills of the
paradigm are operations of the constructive cdusee. Reading
skills are reciprocals of writing skills becaur reading skills
aro operation*of coniprebension-nth* process of alter ring the
end' and means of what is read (Finder, 1976).

.
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Reciprocity allowed the investigator to test the paradigm by
hie exploring the spatio-temporol relationehips among the skills
of readlne If the reading skills were based on the principles of
construction and were properly Categorized as operations.of the
final, formal, and effitient causes, then examinees' performance
of the !Akins would illustrate certain patterns. Examinees' re-
sponses involving poorly constructed passages would reflect
gaps in'comprehension, flaws which would not be evidenced
when more effectively constructed pa'ssages were comprehended.
Skills of purpose, operations of tho,fieal cadse, would follow
others when comprehension was perfgrmed. Operations of the
efficient cause would prec_ede others. The significaid inajority
of the reading skills would be leterdependent, would cluster be-
fore or after the final- oraefficient-cause skills.

Those patterns, suggestiid by the hypothesized hierarchy of
the readitig comprehension model, were tested with input from
(1) scalogram analysis (Guttman, 1943) which allowed the in-
vestigator to scale qualitative data, pu,ss and fail categories of
examinees' reeponses and from (2) ordering-theoretic method
1Bart & Krum, 1973), which

has as its primary intent eithet the testing of hypothesized
hierarchies among items or the deternkinntion4 of nierar-
elites among items. (p. 291)

Data analysis dealt with two-item or -skill relationships Involv-
..ing eyminees' failing the firSt item LTA passing the second in
the Iwo-item relationship.

The data showed that no skill was,superfluous and that all .

but one element of the paradigm was valid. Skills of the effi-
cient and formal causes occupied expected positions in the
three submeasures of the research instrument,,as dld Identify-
intended effect, a skill of purpose or operation of the final Is)

cause. Identify perceived audieece occupied unexpected pbsi-
tions In all three sLmeasures, ail event whieh uggested that
this skill should be repositioned as the first skill of the effi-
cient cause in the constructive hierarchy of -causes, as the im-
mediate determiner of the nonverbal parts: the other skills of
the *trident cause. The investigator explained the reasons for
that revision and stated implications for further study of the
significance of the revision.

'1411E EFFECTS OF PARAGRAPH STRUCTURAL EXPLICIT-
NESS ON MAIN IDEA COMPREHENSION OF COLVOIE
LEVEr. STUDENTS WITH VARYIHG ABILITIES

Order No. 7925608

IWOOD, Shaila Penelope, Ph.D. .Syracuse University, 1979.
134pp.

Froblem

The study was designed to examine and clarify the relation-
ship between variations in paragraph organization, relevant in-,
dividual differences of college level readers, and their effects
on students*performance with items designed to test main idea
cornprehension, -

Wiener and Cromer (1967) postulated a difference model of
reading difficulty: Difference readers have adequate intelli-
gence, adequate language and vocabulary skills but fail to pro-
cess materials in ways appropriate to a specific reading goal.*
In this study structural variations of paragraphs were used to
model everimentally an hypothesized reading difficulty. Using
paragraphs written at three levelaoll struOuraI explicitness,
the researcher sought evidence for a grouri'of readers'who have
adequate vocabulary and language skills but who fail fo process
intersentence relationiihips appropriately to determine the Main
ideas qf paragraphs. In additon, the researchar sought evidence
indicating that the extent tO which such relationships are.mad*
explicit affects readers' comprehension, a/ main ideas.



4 *potboiler predicted main afoots tor' rending abitliy, Level
el Structural explicitness and interactions between ability sad
Moat orieructural explicitnees. It was prifdicted that students
identified as Poor Comprehenders would be more sensitive to
aainipolittomi of paragraph strueture than Oood Comprshenders,
ea Ineskured by questions riquiring identification of:main ideal.

,

Methodology

Students Were tested for reading ability .using the Nelsod-
Donny fteiding Test. Students scoring below the 25th percentile.
on Vochbulary as determined by national norms were exchided,

: from the study. The Comprehension score was used to cats-
Vitae renders as Good'or'Poor Comprehepders, corresponding
approxithately to upper and lower thirds of the ability distribu-
tion of the sample. Each ability group comprised 24 subjects,'

Fifteen paragraphs and Comprehension items were selected
from publishgl reading tests and exercise manuals designed for
high school and college level readers. Eachparagraph was re-
writtea twice: 1) to emphasize the cties signaling Ihitersentence
relationships and make the structural pattern of the paragraph
explicit; and 2) to distort such cues by scrambling the sen- 4
fences. Three levers of structural expllcitness were thus avail-
able for each paragi-aph: high, middle "or published, and low.

A 2 x 3 factoriij design wit,h repeated mearfures on one fac-
tor was used. Subjects read each of the 15 paragraphs and 11$1;
sewed comprehension,4tems. Each subject read five published,
five tor and five high e4)licit presentations. To control for
order and sequence effects, paragraphs by structural lever were
randomly ordered within six test forms, and test forms' were
randomly distributed to. subjects;

Results and Conclusions

In ANOVA for repeated meamires, mai effects were found
tor level of structural explicitness (p < .001) and ability (p <
.0.18). No interactions were foupfl between comprehenhion and
Wel bl structure. The effects of the structural variable were
bound to be spread evenly across the ability distribution. Sec-
ondary analyses blocking for ability at extreme fifths of the die-
tribution and using three-level blocking showed similar results.

The results suggest support for the theoretical postulate that
comprehension of main ideas is linked tb structural cues. In-
ferences drawn from the result, suggest that path good and
weak readers among college level students are falling to note
thes cues 'Unless they are obvious and the structural patternof
the paragraph is made eiplicit. Applying Cromer's mddel of
reading difficulty, the researcher interpreted evidence as sug-
gesting that college level students may be using other, less ap-
propriate strategies for their efforts tocomprehend main Ideas.
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